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ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
The District recognizes the Onteora Non-Teaching Employees Association (ONTEA) as the
exclusive representative of all those employees in the appropriate bargaining unit as described below,
including but not limited to registered nurses, in-school suspension superviso'r and library clerk.
"
~
The appropriate bargaining unit shallexclude the following personnel: All employees included
as part of bargaining units represented by the Onteora Administrators Association, the Onteora
Teachers Association, and all department supervisors including the Maintenance Leader, District
Head Custodian, SchoolLunch Manager, Transportation Supervisor/Head Bus Driver and Purchasing
Agent. In addition thereto, the District shall be allowed to designate a maximum of twelve (12)
employees to serve as confidential and/or managerial personnel.
I ARTICLEn
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
1. Meetings:
The Association is authorized to conduct meetings on District properties, subject to
District policy regarding the use of said property, except that it shall not be necessary for the
Association to file an application to the Board of Education for such use. It must, however, clear the
use of any building with the appropriate building. administrator. Association business will be
conducted outside the workday.
2. Notices:
A. The District shallprovide bulletin boards for the posting of Association notices
and vacancies that exist within the District as follows:
1. Two bulletin boards in high school;
2. One bulletin board in each elementary school;
3. One bulletin board in the garage.
B. The Association has the right to use school machines and equipment for the
production of materials to be distributed to members of the bargaining unit.
3. Board Proceedings:
\I
The District will provide the Association with an agenda for each official Board
meeting, as soon as they become available. The District also agrees to provide the Association with
minutes.of each meeting, as soon as they become available for distribution.
4. Dues Deduction and A2ency Fee:
The Board agrees to deduct ftom the salaries of its non-teaching staff members dues
for the Onteora Non- Teaching Employees Association, and its affiliates, as said employees
individually and voluntarily authorize the Board to deduct, and to transmit monies, on a monthly
basis, promptly to the Onteora Non-Teaching Employees Association. Employees authorizations will
be made in writing in the form set forth below: "
PAYROLL DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION ~
Social Security Number:
Last Name:
District Name:
Organization:
F. M.
To The Board of Education:
I hereby authorize you, according to arrangements agreed upon with. the above organization, to
deduct ftom my salary and transmit to said organization, dues as certified by said organization. I
hereby waive all right and claim to said monies so deducted and transmitted in accordance with this
authorization and relieve the Board ofEducation and all its offices from any liability therefor. I revoke
any and all instruments heretofore made by me for such purposes. This authority shall remain in full
force and effect for all purposes while I am employed in this school system, or until revoked by me
in writing between September 1st and September 15th of any given year.
Member Signature: Date:
The Association will certify to the Board in writing the current rate of membership dues of
the Association named above. The Association will give the Board thirty (30) days written notice
prior to the effective date of such change.
,
Deductions referred to above will be made in twenty (20) equal installments during the school
year. The Board will not be required to honor, for any month's deduction, any authorizations that are
delivered to it later than one (1) week prior to the distribution of the payroll ftom which deductions
are to be made.
No later than September 30 of each year, the Board will provide the Association (ONTEA)
with 'a list of those employees who have voluntarily authorized the Board to deduct dues. Any
employee desiring to have the Board discontinue deductions he had previously authorized must notify
the Board and the Association concerned in writing.
The Board agrees that it will not accord dues deduction or similar check -off rights to any
other organization until and unless such organization has been duly recognized or certified according
to law.
J
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The Board agrees to make an agency fee deduction for those individuals who are not members
of the Association, such deduction to equal the amount deducted for those individuals who are
members of the Association unless a lesser amount is established by the Association.
5. Fair Practices:
, No reprisals of any kind will be taken against any employee by reason of his
membershipin the Associationor participationin any of its activities.
..
6. The Union President or hislher designee shall be given a bank often (10) days for
Union business which may be used in run or half day increments. The Union will notify the District
no later than June 1 of the identity of the Union President. The Pre~ident will notify the
Superintendent or hislher designee no less than twenty-four (24) hours in advance of the date(s)
requested.
ARTICLE ill
EMPLOYEE PROTECTION
1. Safety Practices:
A. The parties recognize the necessity of following good safety practices in all
job classifications. The District will provide adequate equipment and maintain both equipment and
working conditions in a safe manner. Any condition which is felt to be unsafe shall be reported to the
Administration, promptly investigated and corrections made where required.
B.
out their duties.
All employees shall have safe and healthful conditions under which to carry
2. If an employee is assaulted, the school attorney shall advise the employee of the
employee's rights upon request. The safe-harmless provisions of Education Law shall apply if such
assault on an employee results in loss of time. The employee shall be paid in full for such loss of time
for a period of up to available sick leave not to exceed six (6) months following the assault. Such paid
absence shall not be deducted from any sick leave to which such employee is entitled under this
Agreement. Workers' Compensation, if any, shall be payable to the School District.
Employees will immediately report all cases of assault, accident, injury, loss of
property or illness suffered by them in connection with their employment to their principal or
immediate supervisor. The report will then be forwarded to the chief executive officer of the District
and the Association president.
~
'-
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ARTICLE IV
OBSERV ATION AND EVALUA TION
The purpose of observation and evaluation is the improvement of employee performance.
Observation in and of itself is a continuous on-going process. To this end, the guidelines as set forth
below shall be understood to be a minimum. ,
1. All observations of work performance of employees shall be conducted openly, with
full knowledge of the employees that they are being observed or evaluated. This shall not preclude
the District trom including in the annual evaluation documented instances which have occurred as a
result of routine supervision. The use of surveillance and/or monitoring equipment shall be strictly
prohibited. .
I
2. Evaluation forms will be completed by administrators or other certified personnel
where applicable: that is, teachers and non-teaching supervisors: Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds, Transportation Supervisor, School Lunch Manager and Purchasing Agent. These personnel,
however, may be assisted in the preparation of the evaluation form by supervisory personnel in the
ONTEA unit, i.e., Head Custodian, Head Cook, etc. Supervisory personnel in the ONTEA unit will
not be involved in any disciplinary proceedings affecting other members of the unit.
3. In the event a written evaluation report is rendered on any visitation, the
observer/evaluator shall first confer with the employee in order to ascertain levels of difficulty
associated with the job and other pertinent factors.
4. Employees will be given a copy of any evaluation report of any observation by their
supervisorand willbe requiredto signthe officecopy to indicatethat they have received same.
5. Within five (5) working days following any evaluation, the evaluated employee and
the employee's supervisor will meet to discuss the observation. All such conferences will be held in
private.
6. Effort shall be made by the administration or supervising personnel to help an
employee if there is evidence of need for such assistance.
7. Should the District conclude the unsatisfactory performance exists on part of any
employee, a conference shall be held. The attendance at such conference shall include the employee
and the employee's representative, at the employee's option, the employee's immediate supervisor and
the Superintendent or the Superintendent's designee. The purpose of such conference will be to
suggest means and methods of performance improvement so that if implemented by the employee,
the employee may remain in the employ of the District in the same capacity.
J
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8. The rated employee has the right to write a reaction to the evaluation, which will be
included with the office copy. The supervisor or administrator, in order to indicate that he has
received such, will affix his signature to such written reaction.
9. Evaluation Form
A separate and applicable form for each service department shall be drafted separately
by a joint committee trom each department consisting of the supervisor and/or principal and two (2)
Association representatives trom each department.~
ARTICLE V
EMPLOYEE PERSONNEL FILES
1. There will be one official district employee personnel file which shall be maintained
in the central office. Employees shall have the right, upon request, to review the contents of their files
excluding confidential references pertaining to hiring or promotion. Any employee shall be entitled
to have a personally selected representative accompany him during such review.
2. Employee files shall contain routine financial information and matters offactual nature
which relate to the job performance of an employee.
3. No material except confidential references pertaining to promotion shall be filed unless
the employee has had an opportunity to examine the material. Employees shall be given an
opportunity to affix their signature on the actual copy to be kept with the understanding that such
signature merely signifiesthat they have examined the materials. Such a signature does not necessarily
indicate agreement with its content. The employee shall have the right to reply in writing to any
material placed in the personnel file. The reply shall be attached to the material and filed in the official
District personnel file. While the failure to reply shall not be construed as a waiver of a defense in any
case, employees shall ordinarily be expected to reply in ten (10) days of the placement of any unusual
material in a file.
4. Upon receipt of a written request, the employee shall be furnished a reproduction of
any material at the employee's own expense, excluding confidential references pertaining to hiring or
promotion.
5. No material which is inaccurate, not based on facts or unjust, shall be placed in the
ernployee's personnel file.
ARTICLE VI
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
'"
A. A grievance shall mean a complaint by an employee in the bargaining unit that:
1. There hasbeen a misapplication,misinterpretation, violation of this Agreement.
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. 2. There has been a violation, misapplication or misinterpretation ot: or
inequitable treatment under established past practice, policy or rules and regulations of the Board of
Education affecting the tenns and conditions of employment of members of the bargaining unit. As
used in this Article, the tenn employee shall mean:
(1) An individual employee, or;
(2) A group of employees, or;
(3) The Association.
This procedure shall not be used to adjust a complaint where the law requires a specific procedure
and method of redress inconsistent with this procedure.
B. A grievance shallbe deemed waived unless it is submitted in writing within thirty (30)
calendar days after the aggrieved knew or should have known of the events or conditions on which
the grievance is based. The grievance shall be in writing at Step 2 and above.
c. STEPS
Step 1: The employee shall discuss the matter with his principal and/or immediate
supervisor. The employee may be represented by a representative of the Association or any other
representative. The principal and!or immediate supervisor shall give the employee a written answer
within ten (10) calendar days. A copy of the answer shall be given to the Association.
Step 2: If the grievance is not resolved at Step 1, the employee or the employee's
representative may, within ten (10) calendar days, submit the grievance, in writing, to the
Superintendent or his/her designee. The Superintendent or his/her designee shall set-up a conference
to be held within ten (10) calendar days of submission of the grievance. The employee and/or the
employee's representative shall be present at the conference to meet with the Superintendent and/or
the Superintendent's designee to discuss the grievance in an attempt to resolve it. If the employee
is not represented by the Association, the Superintendent or hislher designee shall notify the
Association of the conference. The Association shall be entitled to be present at the conference and
to state its views on the matter.
The Superintendent or his/her designee shall furnish the employee and the Association with
the decision, in writing, within ten (10) calendar days of the conference.
Step 3: If the answer trom Step 2 is not satisfactory, the Association may file an
appeal in writing with the Board of Education within ten (10) calendar days after receiving the
decision at Stage 2.
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Within ten (10) calendar days after receipt ofan appeal, the Board of Education shall hold a
hearing on the grievance. Here, the employee and/or the employee's representative shall be present.
If the employee is not represented by the Association, the Board shall notify the Association of the
hearing. The Association shall be entitled to be present at the hearing and to state its views on the
matter.
;*. The Board of Education shall furnish the employee and the Association its decision, in writing,
within ten (10) calendar days of the hearing.
~
Step 4: A) If the Board's answer trom Step 3 is not satisfactory, the Association may
submit the matter to arbitration within ten (10) calendar days of the receipt of the written answer. If
no answer is received by the Association within ten (10) calendar days of the Step 3 conference, the
Association may submit the matter to arbitration.
B) Grievances shall then procee4 to arbitration under the Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules
of the American Arbitration Association.
The arbitrator's hearing shall be held in the Onteora Central School District. The arbitrator
shall hear and decide the case, or cases, that were set before him/her by the notice of arbitration. The
arbitrator shall be bound by this Agreement. The arbitrator shall have no power to delete or modify
the provision of this Agreement.
The arbitrator shall have the power to make awards, to fix back payor other compensations.
The arbitrator's decision and award shall be in writing and shall be submitted to the parties within
thirty (30) calendar days of the conclusion of the hearing.
The decision and award of the arbitrator shall be binding. Fees and expenses of the arbitrator
shall be shared equally by the Association and the Board of Education.
C) Time units in this section may be extended or shortened by mutual consent of the
parties. However, it is understood that the purpose of this procedure is to resolve grievances as
quickly and equitably as possible.
D) Nothing in this article shall be construed to deny employees of their rights under the
Civil Service Law or the Education Law.
E) When any hearings or conferences are held, under this section, on school time,
employees who are entitled to be present at the hearing or conferences shall be excused with pay for
that purpose, without loss of sick or personal days.
~
it
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F) If at any step in the grievance procedure, the representative of the Board of Education
fails to respond within the time limits prescribed by this article, the Association shall assume that the
answer is unsatisfactory and may immediately go to the next step in the process.
G) If a grievance affects a group or class of employees, it may be submitted directly at
Stage 2 by the Association.
"
H) In the event a grievance is filed on or after June 1 upon request by or on behalf of the
grievant, the time limits set forth herein will be reduced pro rata so that the grievance procedure may
be exhausted prior to the end of the school term, or as soon thereafter as is possible.
1
I) All documents, communications and records dealing with the processing of a grievance
shall be filed separately ITomthe personnel files of the participant.
1) Should the Association represent an individual in any stage of the aforementioned
procedure necessary witnesses shall be provided by the Association to the District.
ARTICLE VII
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
1. PAID ABSENCE
A. Sick Leave.
Each 12 month non-teaching staff member shall be granted fifteen (15) days
per year for sick leave for personal illness. Each 10 month non-teaching staff member shall be granted
thirteen (13) days per year for sick leave for personal illness. Each year, the fifteen (15) or thirteen
(13) sick leave days will be credited to each non-teaching staff member following the staff member's
first day of service. If a staff member does not complete a full year of service in the district, the staff
member's sick leave benefit shall be pro-rated proportionately. Sick leave may be accumulated to
a maximum of 200 days. Medical check-ups or annual physical examinations are not considered as
sick leave.
B. Personal Leave
Each non-teaching staff member shall be granted two (2) days with pay for
conducting personal business that cannot be conducted at any other time. Personal leave is not to be
considered as vacation days but implies that the situation warranting use of these days is considered
to be more important than the employee's responsibilities to the school district.
J
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Any of the following examples are.not considered as acceptable reasons and are listed here
as an indication of the spirit of the article and are not to be considered as an all inclusive list:
~
1. Shopping;
2. Recreation (Sports or entertainment);
3. Extension of vacation;
4. Routine parental college visitation;
5. Job interview;
6. Lack of personal transportation (with the exception of interruption of public services); and
7. Providing transportation for others.
!'J
Personal leave must be requested in writing to the immediate supervisor five (5) days in advance,
except in the case of emergency. Upon return from emergency leave, the non-teaching staff member
must file a request in writing. .
When requested by the Superintendent of Schools or hislher designee a reason must be provided for
the use of a personal day falling on a Monday, Friday, the day before or the day after a holiday.
Any personal leave unused. by the end of each school year will be transferred to the employee's
accumulated sick leave not to exceed the established maximum per Article VII. 1. A. of this
Agreement.
c. Religious Leave
Up to three (3) non-cumulative religious leave days per year will be granted
with full pay where absence from work is a tenet of the employee's faith and upon written request to
the Superintendent or his/her designee at least ten (10) working days in advance of such leave.
D. Emergency Leave
1. Serious I11ness: Staff members will be permitted five (5) days
emergency leave with pay for serious illness in the immediate family. Immediate family shall include
husband, wife, child, father, mother, step-parent, grandchild, brother and sister. Serious illness leave
requires that the immediate family member be under a physician's care. Staff members will be
required to provide medical verification when requested by the District.
2. Death: Staffmembers will be permitted five (5) days emergency leave
with pay, per occurrence, for death in the immediate family as defined in D 1 above. A maximum of
three emergency leave days per year with pay shall be granted for death of non-immediate family as
follows: father-in-law, mother-in-law, sister-in-law, brother-in-law, and employee's grandparents,
uncle and aunt.
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E. Other Leaves
1. Absence from duties necessitated by subpoena of any court or any
official body having the legal power to compel attendance shall not be charged to any form of leave
and salary shall be paid in full. Where actions are brought against the District by ONTEA, this
provision shall be limited to only those subpoenas which are necessary. .....
2. Any employee subpoenaed will be paid hislher regular salary while
serving as a juror, provided that within five (5) business days of completing the jury assignment, the
employee submits documentation from the court substantiating the absence.
~
3. Personnel on leave as a member of the Peace Corps or any service
program shall be advanced on the salary and shall receive full credit for such service.
F. Vacation Leave
(The provisions of this section are only applicable to clerical, custodial,
maintenance, auto mechanics, 12 month bus drivers and groundsmen personnel).
Each full-time twelve (12) month employee shall earn and accrue vacation
leave with pay at the rate of one (1) day for each month worked beginning with the third month of
employment through to June 30th of the current school year. Commencing on the July 1 after the date
of appointment, all employees accumulate vacation leave with pay as per the schedule that follows:
After Full Years
of Service
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Vacation Days
Earned
10 work days
11 work days
12 work days
13 work days
14 work days
15 work days
16 work days
17 work days
18 work days
19 work days
20 work days
Employees leaving the service of the Onteora Central School District shall be entitled
to this classification of leave on a pro-rated basis. At least eleven (11) days must be worked in the
starting month and in the ending month in order to receive respective full month credit.
.,
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Employees holding ten (10) month positions in the system earn and accrue vacation
pro-rated at eight (8) days for the full work year extending from September 1 through June 30 (or
the equivalent thereot) to be taken after earned during the Christmas and/or Easter recesses.
Employees completing five (5) years of service will accrue vacation leave pro-rated at ten (10) days
for the full work year as described above. Employees completing ten (10) years of service will accrue
vacation leave pro-rated at twelve (12) days for the full work year as described above. Eligible
employees shall take vacation leave during the month of July and/or August, periods when school is
closed, or when school is in session, as may be approved by the Superintendent or hislher designee.
In determining vacation schedules, the seniority of employees shall be honored whenever practicable.
At least ten (10) days notice will be given prior to an employee being granted vacation.
~
Should an employee's vacation become interrupted due to a death in the immediate
family, vacation time will be converted to the appropriate bereavement leave.
Employees may, upon approval of the Superintendent or his/her designee, carry over
up to a maximum of fifty percent of their accrued vacation from one year to the succeeding year.
However, such carry over plus any additional accrued vacation must be taken during the year
succeeding the year in which the approval is made or else it is lost.
G. Holidays
The following holidays are granted with pay, per school calendar, for the
duration of this contract: Fourth of July, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving
Day and the day following, Christmas (2) Days,' New Year's Day, Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday,
President's Day, Good Friday, and Memorial Day.
A weekday requested by ONTEA and approved by the Superintendent of
Schools or hislher designee, will be granted in lieu of a holiday falling on a weekend.
2. Health and Hospitalization
A. The school board shall assume a 100% share of the cost of all individual and
family coverage programs of the Dutchess Employees Health Insurance Consortium. The current
employee options for HMO plans shallbe u~affected by the Agreement: Employees hired on or after
November 15, 1999 must be regularly scheduled to work at least 28 hours per week and complete
six (6) months of service with the District in order to be eligible for health insurance coverage with
the District. It is further understood that this change will provide to all retirees, all rights and benefits
as those currently provided for under the collective bargaining agreement in the event the District
changes health i~surance carriers.
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Effective 2/1/2000, the District will transfer to the DEmC PPO Plan.
Effective 7/1/2000, the District shall transfer into the DEillC PPO Plan
available on that date following discussion and agreement with ONTEA.. ONTEA will not
unreasonably withhold its agreement to transfer.
B.
C. The health insurance buyout will be mandatory for District employees whose
spouse is also a District employee. The employee opting out will receive $2,000 annually. Payment
will be made in semi-annual installments in December and in June of each year.
"
,
. D. Retireesandemployeeswhobecomeineligibleforthebuyoutbecause of death
or divorcewillbe immediatelyreinstatedto the District health insuranceplan or HMO option. The
reinstatementof the retiree or employeewill cause the buyout to be prorated for that year.
E. The District's contribution to the individual and/or family cost for premiums
to an HMO (Wellcare, MVP, etc.) will be limited to the maximum dollar amount of the individual or
family premium for the Dutchess Alternate Plan/Dutchess PPO effective 1/1/00.
F. The District and the ONTEA will explore alternative health insurance options.
If the ONTEA requests the District withdraw trom the DEillC plan and/or HMO options in order
to provide alternative health insurance options, the District will not unreasonably withhold its
penmss1on.
G. Health insurance coverage for employees resigning at the end of the school
year shall be terminated as of August 31 of that school year. Employees resigning during the school
year will be covered for one (1) month following the month in which their resignation takes place.
Employees who are absent on account of illness and who have exhausted their
accumulated sick leave or sick bank allocation shall continue to receive full health insurance benefits,
to be paid by the District for that period of illness not to exceed a total of ninety (90) days.
H. Welfare Plan
1. The Onteora Non-Teaching Employees Association will maintain a
Welfare Plan. In addition, the District will fund the Onteora Non-Teaching Employees Association
Welfare Plan at the rate of:
Welfare Trust:
7/1/98
7/1/99
7/1/00
$730
$755
$780
J
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7/1/01
7/1/02
$805
$830
. 2. EmployeeshiredafterNovember15,1999mustbe regularlyscheduled
to work a 28 hour work week and complete six (6) months of service with the District to be eligible
for a District Welfare Fund contribution.
,A
~
3. The fund shall be administered by Trustees appointed by the President
of the Association. The fund shall provide adequate fiduciary safeguards.
4. The District shall make payments to the funds semi-annually; one-half
(50%) on October 1, and one-half(50%) on March 15, for the total amount.
5. Financial reports, which shall be subject to audit, of the monies shall
be made available to the District for periodic review. The Trustee shall forward to the Board copies
of the funds' financial report, pursuant to the Agreement and Declaration of Trust.
6. Monies shall be used solely to purchase or to provide benefits to
participants of the fund. No fund monies can be used by any participant, or by the fund itself, in any
litigation against the Onteora Central School District.
7. The District shall make payments to the Welfare Plan as per section
(1) one above for all eligible unit members. The ONTEA agrees to permit all central office
administrators, and all confidential/managerial personnel to participate in the Welfare Plan.
I. The District will implement an IRS code 125 flexible benefits plan for the
purpose of health related expenditures, The ONTEA will establish a committee to meet with the
District for implementing this plan.
3. Payroll Savings
Tax sheltered annuities are available for any non-teaching staff member upon request
to the Board of Education prior to November 1. Payments for these annuities will be deducted
automatically by the school district from each pay check.
4. Uniforms
(A) Uniforms allowances shall consist of four (4) articles [shirts and pants] with
a minimum order of two (2) shirts. .
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I.
I
(B) Shirts may either be long sleeve or short sleeve in either a "work shirt" or "golf
(knit) shirt" design with a choice of the following colors:
Light Blue
Navy Blue
Red
Black (Golf shirt only)
(C) Pants may be either a work pant or jean style with a choice of the following '"
colors: ,
Navy, Blue or Black
Individuals may choose to wear own blue jeans provided the pants are in good
condition. (No sweat pants shall be worn). Supervisor may request that a different pair of pants shall
be worn if condition is not acceptable.
(D) Outer jacket for Maintenance, Grounds, Day Custodial and Transportation
personnel shall be purchased on a three (3) year cycle. Garment subject to replacement from damage
at work if approved by Supervisor.
(E) Lightweight jacket (windbreaker) or vest for Maintenance, Grounds, Day
Custodial and Transportation personnel shall be purchased on a two (2) year cycle.
... Cannot purchase both if cycle coincides - individualchoice...
(F) District patch and name to be embroidered onto garments and not removed
by individual.
Uniforms are to be worn by all personnel.(G)
(H) District reserves final determination of styles and colors."
5. Sick Leave Bank
Employees may be allowed to contribute up to two (2) days from their accumulated
Sick Leave to the Sick Bank. Only contributing employees may be members of the Bank. The Bank
shall be for use in cases of prolonged serious illness or injury after accumulated sick leave has been
exhausted. There shall be automatic renewal when the Bank is exhausted and use by an individual
is limited to sixty (60) days per school year. Withdrawals, additions and the general use shall be
regulated by a committee of three (3) administrators and three (3) employees..
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ARTICLE vm
DISCHARGE,DISCIPLINE,REDUCTIONIN FORCE
A. Reduction in Force
11
The following language shall apply to any layoffs or reductions in the work force for
all the positions covered by this bargaining unit:
-
1. Every effort shall be made to meet the reduction by attrition (i.e., retirement,
etc.).
2. If the incumbent where the position is abolished is qualified for a vacancy
either in the area of the incumbent's emploYment or in another area:
a. The employee shall be reassigned the vacancy in the employee's area
of employment, but if this is not possible, then
b. The employee will be moved to any other area in which the employee
may be qualified.
3. In lieu of layoff: the district may reduce the hours of affected personnel.
B. Right of Confrontation
All non-teaching employees shall have the right to confront any person who registers
a complaint against them with the administration if any disciplinary action,is to be taken against them.
If the person registering the complaint refuses such conftontation, no action may be taken against the
employee, except in those cases where the Superintendent or the Superintendent's designee has
sufficient additional substantiation to warrant independent disciplinary action. If any disciplinary
action is contemplated, the employee has the right to representation of the employee's own choosing.
ARTICLE IX
POSTING OF VACANCIES AND EXTRA PAY
A. Notice of and Application for Vacancies
1. From time to time during each school year, or as they occur, the Chief School
Officer shall have posted on all Association bulletin boards in all school buildings a list of the known
vacancies for the then current and the following school year, including but not limited to
non-teaching, promotional, extra pay positions. Said notices shall clearly set forth a description of and
the qualifications for the position including the duties and salary.
2. Such notices shallbe posted as far in advance as practicable, ordinarily at least
ten (10) days before the final date when applications must be submitted and in no event less than five
(5) days before such date. In the case of vacancies occurring during the summer vacation, the notice
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thereof shall be posted in the administration offices of the Onteora Central School District and a copy
thereof shall be sent to the Association. Such list of vacancies shall include all vacancies of any type
whatsoever occurring within the employer-employee negotiating unit represented by the Association
President or designee.
3. Employees who desire to apply for any such vacancy shall submit their
applications in writing to the Chief School Officer within the time limit specified. '"
B. Oualifications for Assignment i
Factors taken into consideration by the District shall include qualifications, experience
and seniority in all appointments and assignments to any and all vacancies and openings. Unsuccessful
applicants who are existing employees of the District in the negotiating unit represented by the
Association shall, upon request, be furnished with a written explanation as to why they did not receive
the appointment of such vacancy.
C. New Positions
The provisions hereof shall apply to new positions created within the school system
as well as vacancies occurring in the existing positions.
ARTICLE X
LEA YES OF ABSENCE
1. Parental Leave of Absence
A. An unpaid leave of absence shall be granted to an employee for the purpose
of child rearing as follows:
1. An employee shall be entitled upon request to a leave to begin within one (1)
year of delivery or adoption of a child up to five (5) years of age. Said
employee shall notify the Superintendent or his/her designee in writing of
intent to take such leave and, except in case of emergency, shall give such
notice at least (30) days prior to the date on which said leave is to begin.
. B. An employee who .is granted such leave of absence pursuant to Section A,
above, shall have the following re-employment rights:
1. An employee shall be returned to the same position or a position similar and
within the employee's own area upon sixty (60) days notice to the District of
intent to return.
Child care leave of up to one (1) year shall be allowed to all employees with
rights to extend for one (1) year more.
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2. Upon return to service an employee shall have restored the same benefits
accrued at the time the leave commenced.
c. Parental leave policies shall be consistent with current Federal and State laws.
-
D. It shall be assumed that when leave is granted for a period of time as requested
by the applicant for such leave, a mutual contract shall be deemed to exist between the District and
the employee as to the time of leave. It is understood, however, that such mutual contract shall be
open to review by the Board where undue hardship exists on behalf of the employee. An undue
hardship shall include, but is not limited to, termination of pregnancy, death, or any other reason that
would necessitate the employee returning to work.
.
. .
2. Service Leave
Any regular employee requesting leave as a member of the Peace Corps, Vista or any
service program, will receive a leave of absence with full employment rights at the termination of
such duty. This shall exclude voluntary service in excess of four (4) years. No salary shall be paid
during this leave of absence if the duty time extends beyond fifteen (15) days.
Regular employees who are duly qualified members of the reserved component of the Armed
Forces will receive, in addition to their normal vacation, a leave of absence with pay not to exceed
fifteen (15) calendar days in one (1) calendar year for the purpose of receiving military training with
the Armed Forces of the United States. Such shall be granted under the following conditions:
A. The employee shall give evidence defining the date of departure and date of
return for the purposes of military training thirty (30) days prior to date of departure.
B. The employee shall give evidence of satisfactory completion of such training
immediately upon the employee's return.
ARTICLE XI
TRA VEL ALLOWANCE
Upon written request to the Superintendent of Schools or hislher designee, permission may
be granted to all personnel to travel at District expense on school business. Maximum reimbursement
of expenses incurred by District personnel while on such school business is as follows:
Food and hotel room not to exceed $72.00 per diem and the rate of$26.00 per diem should
prevail when two persons of the same sex can share the same room.
The mileage rate for use of private transportation when no District-owned vehicles are
available will be the IRS mileage rate in effect as of July 1 of that year of the contract. When school
employees use their personal truck for hauling school supplies beyond the normal capabilities of an
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automobile, they will be compensated at the IRS mileage rate in effect as of July 1 of that year of the
contract.
Personnel required to travel outside the School district will be allotted the following meal
allowance.
'\
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
up to $ 5.12
up to $ 7.31
up to $10.97 ~
An employee shall be guaranteed a full refund of all expenses incurred, as listed above. Such
refund shall be determined by the surrendering of receipts, (excluding mileage) by the employee.
ARTICLE xn
RETIREMENT NON-TEACHING EMPLOYEES
The District shall provide the improved Non-Contributory Retirement Plan (Section 75-i).
Employees hired on or after July 1, 1976, desiring to participate in the retirement plan provided by
the District may do so pursuant to Article 14 of the Retirement and Social Security Law of the State
of New York.
Additional benefits will be granted to members of the New York State Employees Retirement
System through the provision of Section 41j and 34j allowing application for unused sick leav~ as
additional service credit upon retirement.
Any employee eligible for New York State Employees Retirement shall be paid forty ($40.00)
dollars per day or a maximum of 50% of daily wage but not to exceed $40.00 per day for all unused
sick days up to a maximum of 180 days.
Retirees Health Insurance
Health insurance premium payments for retirees shall be 100% for individuals and 50% of the
difference between the individual and family premium costs. Effective July 1, 2000, retiree family
coverage increases to 60% for employees retiring after June 30, 2000.
ARTICLE xm
SCHOOLCLOSINGFOR BADWEATHER
A. When school is closed because of bad weather, non-teaching employees will not be
expected to report to work. Further, all such employees shall suffer no loss of payor accumulated
leave time.
':J
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B. For the purposes of snow removal and/or securing the buildings, employees under
ordinary circumstances are required to report for work.
In all other cases, employees may be requested to work on such a day, after the
immediate supervisor has secured permission trom the Superintendent or hislher designee.
,.
Employees who work on such a day shall be compensated at the rate of two times
their normal hourly salary with a guarantee ofa minimum offour (4) hours. (See Article XV (C»
~
On those occasions when school is closed during the workday due to bad weather,
non-teaching personnel may be dismissed early as follows:
..
A. Full-time Cafeteria Employees, Teacher Aides, Monitors, Nurses, Interpreter for the
Deaf: Parent Peer Trainer, Life Skills Assistant, Behavior Intervention Assistant,
.
Certified Occupational Therapy Assistant and Clerical Staff may be dismissed at the
discretion of the individual building administrator or appropriate supervisor no later
than one (1) hour following teacher dismissal.
B. Transportation personnel may be released at the discretion of the Transportation
Supervisor no later than one half hour following completion of all bus runs
C. Custodial, Maintenance and Grounds personnel shall be released by the Maintenance
Leader or District Head Custodian upon the completion of their normal daily job
assignments. Other shifts shall be called in by their respective supervisors within one
(1) hour after the dismissal of children. The maximum amount of time required by 2nd
and 3rd shifts shall be no greater than what was performed by the 1st shift.
D. Any employee requested to perform additional work beyond the dismissal time in this
section on a bad weather day will be compensated on an overtime (time and one-half)
basis computed to the nearest quarter hour. There shall be no guarantee of minimum
time at this rate.
E. On delayed opening days, employees may be required to report to work at their
normal times, under normal circumstances. Employees working the delay time will not
get extra pay. This applies to custodial, maintenance, grounds and cafeteria
employees.
F. For the purposes of securing the cafeterias, the Superintendent or the Superintendent's
designee may require cafeteria employees to remain up to one (1) hour after teachers
have been dismissed due to inclement weather conditions.
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ARTICLE XIV
EDUCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM
The District recognizes the importance of continuing education of all of its employees. To
encourage such, the District will make workshops and training programs relating to their
emploYment. Should any employee decide to attend such, they shall do so at District's expense,
suffering no loss of payor accumulated leave. A stipend of $25.00 shall be paid when the course is
taken during non-working hours.
.
"'
iI
Employees may be required to attend at least one (1) training session per year at the discretion
of the Superintendent or hislher designee.
All courses must be pre-approved by the Superintendent or hislher designee. Payment of the
stipend shall only be made after the employee has submitted proof that he/she has successfully
completed the course.
ARTICLE XV
WORK WEEK
A. In lieu of stipend an employee, promoted, appointed or who assumes the
responsibilities of a higher grade shall receive paYmentas per the adopted salary schedule as set forth
herein for work done in that higher grade. An employee assuming the responsibilities for a higher
grade for five (5) consecutive working days or more will be paid at the salary grade of the person
being replaced.
B. Any employee regularly scheduled for a Monday through Friday shift shall be
compensated on an overtime basis when assigned to weekend work.
The District shall have the sole discretion to determine bus driver work schedules.
Straight time shall be paid for all hours worked regardless of when scheduled, provided the employee
has not worked more than a forty (40) hour work week or eight (8) hours per day. The daily schedule
may includethe first late run which shallbe no later than 5:15 pm. .
During summer, Easter and Christmas recesses, all employees may be scheduled for
day shift with no loss of night differential. However, this scheduling shift shall not be made where it
would cause personal hardship.
Any employee working less than twenty-eight (28) hours per week shall be considered
a part-time employee.
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c. SNOW DAYS
1. Snow day pay is defined as regular payment plus additional payment for hours
worked at straight rates. For example, four (4) hours of work on a snow day by operations and
maintenance staffwould mean regular pay plus an additional four (4) hours of regular pay.
,-.
,
2. Overtime pay is defined, per Article XV of the contract, as payment at a rate
of time and one-half the employee's normal hourly rate for services performed in excess of eight (8)
hours in anyone day. On a snow day, an individual could receive regular pay, shift pay and overtime
pay if any of the following criterion are met:
a. An individual works more than eight (8) hours on a snow day;
b. An individual reports to work off the individual's normal shift;
c. An individual reports for work prior to the school day being declared
a snow day (usually 6:00 a.m.)
3. The District may rearrange the work schedule so that it coordinates with the
employee's regularly scheduled shift. Also, the District may reassign employees to other schools if
necessary.
4. In the event it is necessary for the District to call in a person out-of-shift, that
person will receive time and one-half overtime".
D. Hourly Bus Driver
The hourly bus driver shall be available to drive short runs. The hourly bus driver shall
not be meant to displace current full time drivers. The hourly bus driver may be utilized to cover full
time driver routes to allow for full time drivers to be "assignedto extra runs for field/sports trips
during the week. The hourly bus driver shall be paid at an hourly wage based upon Step 1 of the 10
month bus driver work schedule.
E. Full-time Cafeteria Employees, Teacher Aides, Monitors, Nurses, Interpreter for the
Deaf: Parent Peer Trainer, Life Skills Assistant, Behavior Intervention Assistant, Certified
Occupational Therapy Assistant and School Bus Drivers (10 mos.) will be scheduled to work on all
days on which teachers report, not to exceed 184 days.
F. 1. For all clerical personnel, the work week will consist of3 7 ~ hours except for
Christmas, Easter, and from July 1 to August 31 when it will be 35 hours.
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2. For Custodian, Custodial Worker, Groundsman, School Chauffeur, Stores
Clerk, Auto Mechanic, Auto Mechanic Helper, Bus Driver (12 mos.), Building Maintenance
Mechanic, Building Maintenance Mechanic Helper and Building Maintenance Foreman, the work
week will consist of forty (40) hours.
3. For Cook Managers and Cooks, the work day shall be a seven (7) hour work
day. For Food Service Workers, the work day shall be a six (6) hour work day. Certain employees
may work a shorter or longer work day and be paid proportionately.
f&.
!
G. In the instance of field trips having a duration of oyer fourteen (14) hours, the
following conditions will.prevail unless subcontracted.'
1. The driver, upon delivery of a field trip to stated destination, shall return to
the home district. At the required time, the driver shall return to the stated destination for pick-up and
home delivery of students.
2. The driver shall be compensated only for the time of actual delivery and return
of field trip trom the home district to stated destination and back to the home district.
Weekday trips will be compensated at time and one half for the initial four (4) hours and
straight time for any time worked beyond four hours. Any hours of driving beyond four hours will
be compensated at time and one-half.
Employees will receive compensation at the overtime rate of pay after completing an eight
(8) hour workday Monday through Friday excluding holidays.
On weekends and holidays overtime will be paid for the initial six (6) hours of driving and
straight time for any time worked beyond six (6) hours. Any hours of driving beyond six (6) hours
will be compensated at time and one-half.
3. The driver will be required to check in and check out before the delivery and
return of trip.
4. It is understood between the parties that all trips fourteen (14) hours or less
will be conducted on a total duration basis as per past practice.
H. Employees shallnot be compensated for attendance at state required retresher courses.
ARTICLE XVI
SALARY
A. 1. As set forth in the salary schedules annexed hereto.
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2. Full time staff members on Step 12 of the 1997-98 salary schedules shall be
compensated per the attached schedules.
3. In order to be eligible for retroactive increases, the employee must be on the
District's payroll on the date of ratification or have retired ftom service between July 1, 1998 and
November 15, 1999.
II
B. Non-teaching employees, excluding supervisory personnel, shall be paid at the rate of
time and one-half the employee's normal hourly rate for services performed in excess of eight (8)
hours in anyone day providing awork week of forty (40) hours, including approved leave, has been
completed. Holiday work shall be construed as overtime. When and where administratively feasible,
the employee may opt for compensatory time off
Overtime will not be paid during the normal work week when an employee utilizes approved
or disapproved unpaid leave. Overtime work immediately following a vacation week (Monday
through Friday) will not be paid at the overtime rate of pay without prior written approval ftom the
District. Ifan employee is working overtime immediately following vacation (as above), he/she must
notify the District before commencing vacation period. If an employee is working overtime
immediately following vacation period (as above), then overtime must include weekend time
(Saturday or Sunday). If there is approved paid leave prior to overtime, the District may r~quire a
doctor's note for a sick leave absence. This requirement will not apply for all other approved paid
leave.
C. Ten month positions shall be paid on 10/12 of annual salary.
D. Custodians and Head Custodians are responsible for making a daily check of their
respective building seven (7) days a week. In the event that they are away ftom the area, another
Custodian or Head Custodian shall be assigned the responsibility for this building check by the
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds.
E. People working nights will be receive a stipend as listed in the salary schedule.
F. Straw Boss: In the high school building one (1) custodial worker on the afternoon shift
and one (1) custodial worker on the evening shift and one (1) maintenance worker on the afternoon
shift shall be designated as straw boss and receive a stipend as listed in the salary schedule.
G. Nurse coordinators shall receive a stipend as listed in the salary schedule.
H. The Onteora Central School District agrees that the addition of another step to the
salary schedule will not be asserted to create the right of the District to add steps in the future or
fteeze employees on step as an alternate method of payment without Union consent.
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I. Calculation of longevity will be based on actual service with tractional service added
to yield full time equivalent service.
Longevity will commence on July 1 and January 1following the anniversary date for 12 month
employees. .
Longevity will commence on September 1 and February 1 following the anniversary date for
10 month employees.
",
Step advancement for part-time hourly employees will commence on July 1 and January 1 for
12 month employees following accumulation of 840 hour increments as per current practice.
Step advancement for part-time hourly employees will commence on September 1 and
February 1 for 10 month employees following accumulation of 840 hour increments as per current
practice.
ARTICLE xvn
DRUG/ALCOHOL & SUBSTANCE TESTING
Employees required by law to have an annual physical will be subject to a provision for a
Drug! AlcohoVSubstance test at no cost to the employee.
Any District employee who in the normal course ofhislher work is either: (a) required to drive
a vehicle on District business; or (b) utilize any machines or mechanical equipment (including
custodial workers, custodians, groundsmen, maintenance mechanics, maintenance mechanic helper,
and stores clerk), shall be subject to the same random controlled substance and alcohol testing policy
and procedure( s) during the course of the regular work day that apply to employees with commercial
drivers licenses (CDL).
ARTICLE xvm
MISCELLANEOUS
1. The District agrees that any past pra~ice, existing policy or employeebenefit not
modified,eliminatedor supersededby any provision of this contract shall remain in full force and
effect for the life of this contract.
2. With respect to matters not covered by this Agreement, the District agrees that it will
make no changes affecting the terms and conditions of employment of its employees without
appropriate good faith negotiations with the Association.
3. Any individual arrangement, agreement, or contract between the Board and an
individual employee concerning matters which are covered by this Agreement, shall be subject to and
consistent with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
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4. This Agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the District
relating to terms and conditions of employment and the administration of grievances which shall be
contrary to or inconsistent with its terms.
5. If any provisions of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to any
employee or group of employees shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or application
shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions
or applications shall continue in full force and effect.
6. Copies of this Agreement shall be printed at the expense of the District and given to
all employees now employed or hereafter employed by the District.
7. IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION
OF TIllS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
ARTICLE XIX
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be effective as of July 1, 1998 and shall continue in effect until and
through June 30, 2003.
ON BEHALF O
.
F THE AS~TION
By: fey J~
President
ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD OF
BY:Jt.~ .
Superintendent of Schools
DATEDTIllS23 DAY OFW 2000.
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TYPIST (10 MONTHS)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
. 1 12,446 12,716 12,996 13,286 13,586
2 13,428 13,698 13,978 14,268 14,568
3 14,409 14,679 14,959 15,249 15,549
4 15,391 15,661 15,941 16,231 16,531
5 16,373 16,643 16,923 17,213 17,513
6 17,354 17,624 17,904 18,194 18,494
7 18,336 18,606 18,886 19,176 19,476
8 19,318 19,588 19,868 20,158 20,458
9 20,299 20,569 20,849 21,139 21,439
10 21,281 21,551 21,831 22,121 22,421
11 22,263 22,533 22,813 23,103 23,403
12 23,242 23,512 23,792 24,082 24,382
13 23,642 23,912 24,192 24,482 24,782
14 24,312 24,592 24,882 25,182
15 24,992 25,282 25,582
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811
17 800
20 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
TYPIST (10 MONTHS)
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 12,446 12,716 12,996 13,286 13,586
2 13,428 13,698 13,978 14,268 14,568
3 14,409 14,679 14,959 15,249 15,549
4 15,391 15,661 15,941 16,231 16,531
5 16,373 16,643 16,923 17,213 17,513
6 17,354 17,624 17,904 18,194 18,494
7 18,336 18,606 18,886 19,176 19,476
8 19,318 19,588 19,868 20,158 20,458
9 20,299 20,569 20,849 21,139 21,439
10 21,281 21,551 21,831 22,121 22,421
11 22,263 22,533 22,813 23,103 23,403
12 23,242 23,512 23,792 24,082 24,382
13 23,642 23,912 24,192 24,482 24,782
14 24,312 24,592 24,882 25,182
15 24,992 25,282 25,582
16 25,682 25,982
17 26,382
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811
20 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
TYPIST (12 MONTHS)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 14,983 15,353 15,733 16,123 16,523
2 16,161 16,531 16,911 17,301 17,701
3 17,339 17,709 18,089 18,479 18,879
4 18,517 18,887 19,267 19,657 20,057
5 19,695 20,065 20,445 20,835 21,235
6 20,873 21,243 21,623 22,013 22,413
7 22,051 22,421 22,801 23,191 23,591
8 23,229 23, 5 ~9 23,979 24,369 24,769
9 24,437 24,807 25,187 25,577 25,977
10 25,585 25,955 26,335 26,725 27,125
11 26,763 27,133 27,513 27,903 28,303
12 27,938 28,308 28,688 29,078 29,478
13 28,438 28,808 29,188 29,578 29,978
14 29,308 29,688 30,078 30,478
15 30,188 30,578 30,978
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117 1,00020 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
TYPIST (12 MONTHS)
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 14,983 15,353 15,733 16,123 16,523
2 16,161 16,531 16,911 17,301 17,701
3 17,339 17,709 18,089 18,479 18,879
4 18,517 18,887 19,267 19,657 20,057
5 19,695 20,065 20,445 20,835 21,235
6 20,873 21,243 21,623 22,013 22,413
7 22,051 22,421 22,801 23,191 23,591
8 23,229 23,599 23,979 24,369 24,769
9 24,437 24,807 25,187 25,577 25,977
10 25,585 25,955 26,335 26,725 27,125
11 26,763 27,133 27,513 27,903 28,303
12 27,938 28,308 28,688 29,078 29,478
13 28,438 28,808 29,188 29,578 29,978
14 29,308 29,688 30,078 30,478
15 30,188 30,578 30,978
16 31,078 31,478
17 31,978
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
STENOGRAPHER
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 16,446 16,816 17,196 17,586 17,986
2 17,631 18,001 18,381 18,771 19,171
3 18,816 19,186 19,566 19,956 20,356
4 20,001 20,371 20,751 21,141 21,541
5 21,186 21,556 21,936 22,326 22,726
6 22,371 22,741 23,121 23,511 23,911
7 23,556 23,926 24,306 24,696 25,096
8 24,741 25,111 25,491 25,881 26,281
9 25,926 26,296 26,676 27,066 27-,466
10 27,111 27,481 27,861 28,251 28,651
11 28,296 28,666 29,046 29,436 29,836
12 29,485 29,855 30,235 30,625 31,025
13 29,985 30,355 30,735 31,125 31,525
14 30,855 31,235 31,625 32,025
15 31,735 32,125 32,525
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811
17 1,000
20 325 450 450 450 450
25 325 450 450 450 450
STENOGRAPHER
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
-----
----- -----
-----
1 16,446 16,816 17,196 17,586 17,986
2 17,631 18,001 18,381 18,771 19,171
3 18,816 19,186 19,566 19,956 20,356
4 20,001 20,371 20,751 21,141 21,541
5 21,186 21,556 21,936 22,326 22,726
6 22,371 22,741 23,121 23,511 23,911
7 23,556 23,926 24,306 24,696 25,096
8 24,741 25,111 25,491 25,881 26,281
9 25,926 26,296 26,676 27,066 27,466
10 27,111 27,481 27,861 28,251 28,651
11 28,296 28,656 29,046 29,436 29,836
12 29,485 29,855 30,235 30,625 31,025
13 29,985 30,355 30,735 31,125 31,525
14 30,855 31,235 31,625 32,025
15 31,735 32,125 32,525
16 32,625 33,025
17
33,525
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
SR. STENOGRAPHER
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
----- ----- -----
-----
1 19,047 19,4].7 19,797 20,187 20,587
2 20,321 20,691 21,071 21,461 21,861
3 21,595 21,965 22,345 22,735 23,135
4 22,869 23,239 23,619 24,009 24,409
5 24,143 24,513 24,893 25,283 25,683
6 25,417 25,787 26,167 26,557 26,957
7 26,691 27,061 27,441 27,831 28,231
8 27,965 28,335 28,715 29,105 29,505
I9 29,239 29,6~9 29,989 30,379 30., 779
10 30,513 30,883 31,263 31,653 32,053
11 31,787 32,157 32,537 32,927 33,327
12 33,057 33,427 33,807 34,197 34,597
13 33,557 33,927 34,307 34,697 35,097
14 34,427 34,807 35,197 35,597
15 35,307 35,697 36,097
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117
1,00020 325 "'450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
SR. STENOGRAPHER
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 19,047 19,417 19,797 20,187 20,587
2 20,321 20,691 21,071 21,461 21,861
3 21,595 21,965 22,345 22,735 23,135
4 22,869 23,239 23,619 24,009 24,409
5 24,143 24,513 24,893 25,283 25,683
6 25,417 25,787 26,167 26,557 26,957
7 26,691 27,061 27,441 27,831 28,231
8 27,965 28,335 28,715 29,105 29,505
9 29,239 29,609 29,989 30,379 30,779
10 30,513 30,883 31,263 31,653 32,053
11 31,787 32,157 32,537 32,927 33,327
12 33,057 33,427 33,807 34,197 34,597
13 33,557 33,927 34,307 34,697 35,097
14 34,427 34,807 35,197 35,597
15 . 35,307 35,697 36,097
16 36,197 36,597
17 37,097
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
REGISTERED NURSE
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 17,883 18,383 18,883 19,383 19,883
2 18,980 19,480 19,980 20,480 20,980
3 20,077 20,577 21,077 21,577 22,077
4 21,174 21,674 22,174 22,674 23,174
5 22,271 22,771 23,271 23,771 24,271
6 23,368 23,868 24,368 24,868 25,368
7 24,465 24,965 25,465 25,965 26,465
8 25,562 26,062 26,562 27,062 27,562
9 26',659 27,159 27,659 28,159 28,659
10 27,756 28,256 28,756 29,256 29,756
11 28,853 2.9,353 29,853 30,353 30,853
12 29,948 30,448 30,948 31,448 31,948
13 30,648 31,148 31,648 32,148 32,648
14 :j1,848 32,348 32,848 33,348
15 33,048 33,548 34,048
16 34,248 34,748
17 35,448
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
BA STIPEND 500 750 1,000
COORDINATOR 1,885 1,885 1,885 1,885 1,885
REGISTERED NURSE
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 17,883 18,383 18,883 19-,383 19,883
2 18,980 19,480 19,980 20,480 20,980
3 20,077 20,577 21,077 21,577 22,077
4 21,174 21,674 22,174 22,674 23,174
5 22,271 22,771 23,271 23,771 24,271
6 23,368 23,868 24,368 24,868 25,368
7 24,465 :24,965 25,465 25,965 26,465
8 25,562 26,062 26,562 27,062 27,562
9 26,659 27,159 27,659 28,159 28,659
10 27,756 28,256 28,756 29,256 29,756
11 28,853 29,353 29,853 30,353 30,853
12 29,948 30,448 30,948 31,448 31,948
13 30,648 31,148 31,648 32,148 32,648
14 31,848 32,348 32,848 33,348
15 33,048 33,548 34,048
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811
17 1,400
20 325 450 450 450 450
25 325 450 450 450 450
SA STIPEND 500 750 1,000
COORDINATOR 1,885 1,885 1,885 1,885 1,885
INTERPRETER FOR DEAF
PARENT PEER TRAINER
LIFE SKILLS ASSISTANT
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 14,883 15,153 15,433 15,723 16,023
2 16,061 16,33;1. 16,611 16,901 17,201
3 17,239 17,509 17,789 18,079 18,379
4 18,417 18,687 18,967 19,257 19,557
5 19,595 19,865 20,145 20,435 20,735
6 20,773 21,043 21,323 21,613 21,913
7 21,951 22,221 22,501 22,791 23,091
8 23,129 23,399 23,679 23,969 24',269
9 24,337 24,607 24,887 25,177 25,477
10 25,485 25,755 26,035 26,325 26,625
11 26,663 26,933 27,213 27,503 27,803
12 27,838 28,108 28,388 28,678 28,978
13 28,238 28,508 28,788 29,078 29,378
14 28,908 29,188 29,478 29,778
15 29,588 29,878 30,178
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811
17 800
20 325 450 450 450 450
25 325 450 450 450 450
INTERPRETER FOR DEAF
PARENT PEER TRAINER
LIFE SKILLS ASSISTANT
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- -----
----- -----
1 14,883 15,153 15,433 15,723 16,023
2 16,061 16,331 16,611 16,901 17,201
3 17,239 17,509 17,789 18,079 18,379
4 18,417 18,687 18,967 19,257 19,557
5 19,595 19,865 20,145 20,435 20,735
6 20,773 21,043 21,323 21,613 21,913
7 21,951 22,221 22,501 22,791 23,091
8 23,129 23,399 23,679 23,969 24,269
9 24,337 24,607 24,887 25,177 25,477
10 25,485 25,755 26,035 26,325 26,625
11 26,663 26,933 27,213 27,503 27,803
12 27,838 28,108 28,388 28,678 28,978
13 28,238 28,508 28,788 29,078 29,378
14 28,908 29,188 29,478 29,778
15 29,588 29,878 30,178
16 30,278 30,578
17 30,978
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
BEHAVIOR INTEFVENTION ASSISTANT
CERTIFIED OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
----- ----- ----- -----
1 22,970 23,240 23,520 23,810 24,110
2 24,010 24,280 24,560 24,850 25,150
3 25,050 25,320 25,600 25,890 26,190
4 26,090 26,360 26,640 26,930 27,230
5 27,130 27,400 27,680 27,970 28,270
6 28,170 28,440 28,720 29,010 29,310
7 29,210 29,480 29,760 30,050 30,350
8 30,250 30,'520 30,800 31,090 31,390
9 31,290 31,560 31,840 32,130 32,430
10 32,330 32,600 32,880 33,170 33,470
11 33,370 33,640 33,920 34,210 34,510
12 34,410 34,680 34,960 35,250 35,550
13 34,810 35,080 35,360 35,650 35,950
14 35,480 35,760 36,050 36,350
15 36,160 36,450 36,750
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117 80020 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
TEACHER AIDE - FULL TIME
(32.5 HRB/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- -----
----- -----
-----
1 11,230 11,500 11,780 12,070 12,370
2 11,762 12,032 12,312 12,602 12,902
3 12,294 12,564 12,844 13,134 13,434
4 12,826 13,096 13,376 13,666 13,966
5 13,358 13,628 13,908 14,198 14,498
6 13,890 14,160 14,440 14,730 15,030
7 14,422 14,692 14,972 15,262 15,562
8 14,954 15,224 15,504 15,794 16,094
9 15,486 15,756 16,036 16,326 16,626
10 16,019 16,289 16,569 16,859 17,159
11 16,379 16,649 16,929 17,219 17,519
12 17,009 17,289 17,579 17,879
13 17,649 17,939 18,239
14 18,299 18,599
15 18,959
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
TEACHER AIDE - FULL TIME
(35.0 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- -----
----- ----- -----
I
1 12,094 12,385 12,686 12,998 13,322
2 12,667 12,958 13,259 13,571 13,894
3 13,240 13,530 13,832 14,144 14,467
4 13,813 14,103 14,405 14,717 15,040
5 14,386 14,676 14,978 15,290 15,613
6 14,958 15,249 15,551 15,863 1.6 , 186
7 15,531 15,822 16,124 16,436 16,759
8 16,104 16,395 16,697 17,009 17,332
9 16,677 16,968 17,270 17,582 17,905
10 17,251 17,542 17,844 18,156 18,479
11 17,639 17,930 18,231 18,544 18,867
12 18,317 18,619 18,931 19,254
13 19,007 19,319 19,642
14 19,707 20,030
15 20,417
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
TEACHER AIDE - FULL TIME
(40.0 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 13,822 14,154 14,498 14,855 15,225
2 14,476 14,809 15,153 15,510 15,879
3 15,131 15,463 15,808 16,165 16,534
4 15,786 16,118 16,463 16,820 17,189
5 16,441 16,773 17,118 17,474 17,844
6 17,095 17,428 17,772 18,129 18,498
7 17,750 18,082 18,427 18,784 19,153
8 18,405 18,737 19,082 19,439 19,808
9 19,060 19,392 19,737 20,094 20,463
10 19,716 20,048 20,393 20,750 21,119
11 20,159 20,491 20,836 21,193 21,562
12 20, .934 21,279 21,636 22,005
13 21,722 22,079 22,448
14 22,522 22,891
15 23,334
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
TEACHER AIDE
(HOURLY)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 9.39 9.62 9.85 10.09 10.34
2 9.83 10,.06 10.29 10.54 10.79
3 10.28 10.51 10.74 10.98 11.23
4 10.72 10.95 11.18 11.43 11.68
5 11.17 11.39 11.63 11.87 12.12
6 11.61 11.84 12.07 12.32 12.57
7 12.06 12.28 12.52 12.76 13.01
8 12.50 12.73 12.96 13.21 13.46
9 12.95 13.17 13.41 13.65 . 13.90
10 13.39 13.62 13.85 14.10 14.35
11 13.69 13.92 14.15 14.40 14.65
12 14.22 14.46 14.70 14.95
13 14.76 15.00 15.25
14 15.30 15.55
15 15.85
AUDIO VISUAL AIDE
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
1 13,711 13,981 14,261 14,551 14,851
2 14,560 14,830 15,110 15,400 15,700
3 15,409 15,679 15,959 16,249 16,549
4 16,258 16,528 16,808 17,098 17,398
5 17,107 17,377 17,657 17,947 18,247
6 18,225 18,495 18,775 19,065 19,365
7 18,804 19,074 19,354 19,644 19,944
8 19,653 19,923 20,203 20,493 20,793
9 20,502 20,77.2 21,052 21,342 21,642
10 21,351 21,621 21,901 22,191 22,491
11 22,200 22,470 22,750 23,040 23,340
12 23,047 23,317 23,597 23,887 24,187
13 23,447 23,717 23,997 24,287 24,587
14 24,117 24,397 24,687 24,987
15 24,797 25,087 25,387
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117
80020 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
AUDIO VISUAL AIDE
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
----- ----- -----
-----
1 13,711 13,981 14,261 14,551 14,851
2 14,560 14,830 15,110 15,400 15,700
3 15,409 15,679 15,959 16,249 16,549
4 16,258 16,528 16,808 17,098 17,398
5 17,107 17,377 17,657 17,947 18,247
6 18,225 18,495 18,775 19,065 19,365
7 18,804 19,074 19,354 19,644 19,944
8 19,653 19,923 20,203 20,493 20,793
9 20,502 20,772 21,052 21,342 2 1 .,64 2
10 21,351 21,621 21,901 22,191 22,491
11 22,200 22,470 22,750 23,040 23,340
12 23,047 23,31:7 23,597 23,887 24,187
13 23,447 23,717 23,997 24,287 24,587
14 24,117 24,397 24,687 24,987
15 24,797 25,087 25,387
16 25,487 25,787
17
26,187
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
MONITOR
- FULL TIME
(32.5 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 11,230 11,500 11,780 12,070 12,370
2 11,762 12,032 12,312 12,602 12,902
3 12,294 12,564 12,844 13,134 13,434
4 12,826 13,096 13,376 13,666 13,966
5 13,358 13,628 13,908 14,198 14,498
6 13,890 14,160 14,440 14,730 15,030
7 14,422 14,692 14,972 15,262 15,562
8 14,954 15,224 15,504 15,794 16,094
9 15,486 15,756 16,036 16,326 16,626
10 16,019 16,289 16,569 16,859 17,159
11 16,379 16,649 16,929 17,219 17,519
12 17,009 17,289 17,579 17,879
13 17,649 17,939 18,239
14 18,299 18,599
15 18,959
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811
20 325 450 450 450 450
25 325 450 450 450 450
MONITOR
- FULL TIME
(35.0 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 12,094 12,385 12,686 12,998 13,322
2 12,667 12,958 13,259 13,571 13,894
3 13,240 13,530 13,832 14,144 14,467
4 13,813 14,103 14,405 14,717 15,040
5 14,386 14,676 14,978 15,290 15,613
6 14,958 15,249 15,551 15,863 16,186
7 15,531 15,822 16,124 16,436 16,759
8 16,104 16,395 16,697 17,009 17,332
9 16,677 16,968 17,270 17,582 17,905
10 17,251 17,542 17,844 18,156 18,479
11 17,639 17,930 18,231 18,544 18,867
12 18,317 18,619 18,931 19,254
13 19,007 19,319 19,642
14 19,707 20,030
15 20,417
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
I --
MONITOR
- FULL TIME
(40.0 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 13,822 14,154 14,498 14,855 15,225
2 14,476 14,809 15,153 15,510 15,879
3 15,131 15,463 15,808 16,165 16,534
4 15,786 16,118 16,463 16,820 17,189
5 16,441 16,773 17,118 17,474 17,844
6 17,095 17,428 17,772 18,129 18,498
7 17,750 18,082 18,427 18,784 19,153
8 18,405 18,737 19,082 19,439 19,808
9 19,060 19,392 19,737 20,094 20,463
10 19,716 20,048 20,393 20,750 21,119
11 20,159 20,491 20,836 21,193 21,562
12 20,934 21,279 21,636 22,005
13 21,722 22,079 22,448
14 22,522 22,891
15 23,334
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
MONITOR
(HOURLY)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
-----
----- -----
-----
1 9.39 9.62 9.85 10.09 10.34
2 9.83 10.06 10.29 10.54 10.79
3 10.28 10.51 10.74 10.98 11.23
4 10.72 10.95 11.18 11.43 11.68
5 11.17 11.39 11.63 11.87 12.12
6 11.61 11.84 12.07 12.32 12.57
7 12.06 12.28 12.52 12.76 13.01
8 12.50 12.73 12.96 13.21 13.46
9 12.95 13.17 13.41 13.65 . 13.90
10 13.39 13.62 13.85 14.10 14.35
11 13.69 13.92 14.15 14.40 14.65
12 14.22 14.46 14.70 14.95
13 14.76 15.00 15.25
14 15.30 15.55
15
15.85
CUSTODIAL WORKER
GROUNDSMAN
SCHOOL CHAUFFEUR
STEP 98/99 99';00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
1 18,070 18,440 18,820 19,210 19,610
2 19,148 19,518 19,898 20,288 20,688
3 20,226 20,596 20,976 21,366 21,766
4 21,304 21,674 22,054 22,444 22,844
5 22,382 22,752 23,132 23,522 23,922
6 23,460 23,830 24,210 24,600 25,000
7 24,538 24,908 25,288 25,678 26,078
8 25,616 25,986 26,366 26,756 27,156
9 26,694 27,064 27,444 27,834 28,234
10 27,772 28,142 28,522 28,912 29,312
11 28,850 29,220 29,600 29,990 30,390
12 29,933 30,303 30,683 31,073 31,473
13 30,473 30,843 31,223 31,613 32,013
14 31,383 31,763 32,153 32,553
15 32,303 32,693 33,093
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
STRAW BOSS 860 860 860 860 860
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117
1,08020 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
CUSTODIAL WORKER
GROUNDSMAN
SCHOOL CHAUFFEUR
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
1 18,070 18,440 18,820 19,210 19,610
2 19,148 19,518 19,898 20,288 20,688
3 20,226 20,596 20,976 21,366 21,766
4 21,304 21,674 22,054 22,444 22,844
5 22,382 22,752 23,132 23,522 23,922
6 23,460 23,830 24,210 24,600 25,000
7 24,538 24,908 25,288 25,678 26,078
8 25,616 25,986 26,366 26,756 27,156
9 26,694 27,064 27,444 27,834 28,234
10 27,772 28,142 28,522 28,912 29,312
11 28,850 29,220 29,600 29,990 30,390
12 29,933 30,303 30,683 31,073 31,473
13 30,473 30,843 31,223 31,613 32,013
14 31,383 31,763 32,153 32,553
15 32,303 32,693 33,093
16 33,233 33,633
17
34,173
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
STRAW BOSS 860 860 860 860 860
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
STORES CLERK
CUSTODIAN
(ELEMENTARY SCHOOL)
STEP 98/99 99'/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
1 22,620 22,990 23,370 23,760 24,160
2 23,757 24,127 24,507 24,897 25,297
3 24,895 25,265 25,645 26,035 26,435
4 26,033 26,403 26,783 27,173 27,573
5 27,171 27,541 27,921 28,311 28,711
6 28,309 28,679 29,059 29,449 29,849
7 29,447 29,817 30,197 30,587 30,987
8 30,585 30,955 31,335 31,725 32,125
9 31,723 32,093 32,473 32,863 33,263
10 32,861 33,231 33,611 34,001. 34,401
11 33,999 34,369 34,749 35,139 35,539
12 35,133 35,503 35,883 36,273 36,673
13 35,673 36,043 36,423 36,813 37,213
14 36,583 36,963 37,353 37,753
15 37,503 37,893 38,293
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117
1,08020 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
STORES CLERK
CUSTODIAN
(ELEMENTARY SCHOOL)
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 22,620 22,990 23,370 23,760 24,160
2 23,757 24,127 24,507 24,897 25,297
3 24,895 25,265 25,645 26,035 26,435
4 26,033 26,403 26,783 27,173 27,573
5 27,171 27,541 27,921 28,311 28,711
6 28,309 28,679 29,059 29,449 29,849
7 29,447 29,817 30,197 30,587 30,987
8 30,585 30,955 31,335 31,725
-32,125
9 31,723 32,093 32,473 32,863 33,263
10 32,861 33,231 33,611 34,001 34,401
11 33,999 34,369 34,749 35,139 35,539
12 35,133 35;-503 35,883 36,273 36,673
13 35,673 36,043 36,423 36,813 37,213
14 36,583 36,963 37,353 37,753
15 37,503 37,893 38,293
16 38,433 38,833
17 39,373
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
~LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
CUSTODIAN
(HIGH SCHOOL)
BLDG. MAINT. FOREMAN
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 23,107 23,477 23,857 24,247 24,647
2 24,326 24,696 25,076 25,466 25,866
3 25,545 25,915 26,295 26,685 27,085
4 26,764 27,134 27,514 27,904 28,304
5 27,983 28,353 28,733 29,123 29,523
6 29,202 29,572 29,952 30,342 30,742
7 30,421 30,791 31,171 31,561 31,961
8 31,640 32,010 32,390 32,780 33,180
9 32,859 33,229 33,609 33,999 34,399
10 34,078 34,448 34,828 35,218 35,618
11 35,297 35~667 36,047 36,437 36,837
12 36,511 36,881 37,261 37,651 38,051
13 37,051 37,421 37,801 38,191 38,591
14 37,961 38,341 38,731 39,131
15 38,881 39,271 39,671
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117 1,08020 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
CUSTODIAN
(HIGH SCHOOL)
BLDG. MAINT. FOREMAN
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
----- ----- -----
-----
1 23,107 23,477 23,857 24,247 24,647
2 24,326 24,696 25,076 25,466 25,866
3 25,545 25,915 26,295 26,685 27,085
4 26,764 27,134 27,514 27,904 28,304
5 27,983 28,353 28,733 29,123 29,523
6 29,202 29,572 29,952 30,342 30,742
7 30,421 30, :791 31,171 31,561 31,961
8 31,640 32,010 32,390 32,780 33,180
9 32,859 33,229 33,609 33,999 34,399
10 34,078 34,448 34,828 35,218 35,618
11 35,297 35,667 36,047 36,437 36,837
12 36,511 36,881 37,261 37,651 38,051
13 37,051 37,421 37,801 38,191 38,591
14 37,961 38,341 38,731 39,131
15 38,881 39,271 39,671
16 39,811 40,211
17 40,751
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
. LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
BUILDING MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
AUTO MECHANIC
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 22,296 22,666 23,046 23,436 23,836
2 23,404 23,774 24,154 24,544 24,944
3 24,512 24,882 25,262 25,652 26,052
4 25,620 25,990 26,370 26,760 27,160
5 26,728 27,098 27,478 27,868 28,268
6 27,816 28,186 28,566 28,956 29,356
7 28,944 29,314 29,694 30,084 30,484
8 30,052 30,422 30,802 31,192 31,592
9 31,160 31,S30 31,910 32,300 32,700
10 32,268 32,638 33,018 33,408 33,808
11 33,376 33,746 34,126 34,516 34,916
12 34,483 34,853 35,233 35,623 36,023
13 35,023 35,.393 35,773 36,163 36,563
14 35,933 36,313 36,703 37,103
15 36,853 37,243 37,643
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117 1,08020 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
BUILDING MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
AUTO MECHANIC
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 22,296 22,666 23,046 23,436 23,836
2 23,404 23,774 24,154 24,544 24,944
3 24,512 24,882 25,262 25,652 26,052
4 25,620 25,990 26,370 26,760 27,160
5 26,728 27,098 27,478 27,868 28,268
6 27,816 28,186 28,566 28,956 29,356
7 28,944 29,314 29,694 30,084 30,484
8 30,052 30,422 30,802 31,192 31,592
9 31,160 31,530 31,910 32,300 32,700
10 32,268 32,638 33,018 33,408 33,808
11 33,376 33,746 34,126 34,516 34,916
12 34,483 34,853 35,233 35,623 .36,023
13 35,023 35,393 35,773 36,163 36,563
14 35,933 36,313 36,703 37,103
15 36,853 37,243 37,643
16 37,783 38,183
17 38,723
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811
20 325 450 450 450 450
25 325 450 450 450 450
AUTO MECHANIC HELPER
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC HELPER
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER (12 MONTHS)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 18,881 19,251 19,631 20,021 20,421
2 20,122 20,492 20,872 21,262 21,662
3 21,363 21,733 22,113 22,503 22,903
4 22,604 22 ,.9 7 4 23,354 23,744 24,144
5 23,845 24,215 24,595 24,985 25,385
6 25,086 25,456 25,836 26,226 26,626
7 26,327 26,697 27,077 27,467 27,867
8 27,568 27,938 28,318 28,708 29,108
9 28,809 29,179 29,559 29,949 30,349
10 30,050 30,420 30,800 31,190 31,590
11 31,291 31,661 32,041 32,431 32,831
12 32,531 32,901 33,281 33,671 34,071
13 33,071 33,441 33,821 34,211 34,611
14 33,981 34,361 34,751 35,151
15 34,901 35,291 35,691
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117
1,08020 325 450 450 450 45025 325. 450 450 450 450
AUTO MECHANIC HELPER
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC HELPER
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER (12 MONTHS)
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
1 18,881 19,251 19,631 20,021 20,421
2 20,122 20,492 20,872 21,262 21,662
3 21,363 21,733 22,113 22,503 22,903
4 22,604 22,974 23,354 23,744 24,144
5 23,845 24,215 24,595 24,985 25,385
6 25,086 25,456 25,836 26,226 26,626
7 26,327 26,697 27,077 27,467 27,867
8 27,568 27,938 28,318 28,708 29,108
9 28,809 29,179 29,559 29,949 30,349
10 30,050 30,420 30,800 31,190 31,590
11 31,291 31,661 32,041 32,431 32,831
12 32,531 32,901 33,281 33,671 34,071
13 33,071 33,441 33,821 34,211 34,611
14 33,981 34,361 34,751 35,151
15 34,901 35,291 35,691
16 35,831 36,231
17
36,771
NIGHT DIFF. 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030 1,030
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER (10 MONTHS)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
1 15,695 1 5
"
96 5 16,245 16,535 16,835
2 16,729 16,999 17,279 17,569 17,869
3 17,763 18,033 18,313 18,603 18,903
4 18,847 19,117 19,397 19,687 19,987
5 19,831 20,101 20,381 20,671 20,971
6 20,865 21,135 21,415 21,705 22,005
7 21,899 22,169 22,449 22,739 23,039
8 22,933 23,203 23,483 23,773 24,073
9 23,967 24,237 24,517 24,807 25,107
10 25,001 25,271 25,551 25,841 26,141
11 26,035 26,305 26,585 26,875 27,175
12 27,068 27,338 27,618 27,908 28,208
13 27,468 27,738 28,018 28,308 28,608
14 28,138 28,418 28,708 29,008
15 28,818 29,108 29,408
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81117
80020 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
--
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER (10 MONTHS)
ON STEP 12 IN 1997-98
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- -----
-----
1 15,695 15,965 16,245 16,535 16,835
2 16,729 16,999 17,279 17,569 17,869
3 17,763 18,033 18,313 18,603 18,903
4 18,847 19,117 19,397 19,687 19,987
5 19,831 20,101 20,381 20,671 20,971
6 20,865 21,135 21,415 21,705 22,005
7 21,899 22,169 22,449 22,739 23,039
8 22,933 23,203 23,483 23,773 24,073
9 23,967 24,237 24,517 .24,807
.25,107
10 25,001 25,271 25,551 25,841 26,141
11 26,035 26,305 26,585 26,875 27,175
12 27,068 27,338 27,618 27,908 28,208
13 27,468 27,738 28,018 28,308 28,608
14 28,138 28,418 28,708 29,008
15 28,818 29,108 29,408
16 29,508 29,808
17 30,208
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER
(HOURLY)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 10.66 10.85 11.04 11.23 11.44
2 11.36 11.55 11.74 11.94 12.14
3 12.07 12.25 12.44 12.64 12.84
4 12.80 12.99 13.18 13.37 13.58
5 13.47 13.66 13.85 14.04 14.25
6 14.17 14.36 14.55 14.75 14.95
7 14.88 15.06 15.25 15.45 15.65
8 15.58 15.76 15.95 16.15 16.35
9 16.28 16.47 16.66 16.85 17.06
10 16.98 17.17 17.36 17.56 17.76
11 17.-69 17.87 18.06 18.26 18.46
12 18.39 18.57 18.76 18.96 19.16
13 18.66 18.84 19.03 19.23 19.43
14 18.93 19.12 19.31 19.50 19.71
15 19.20 19.39 19.58 19.77 19.98
COOK MANAGER (7 HRS/DAY)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
-----
----- ----- ----- -----
1 15,208 15,478 15,758 16,048 16,348
2 16,346 16,616 16,896 17,186 17,486
3 17,482 17,752 18,032 18,322 18,622
4 18,621 18,891 19,171 19,461 19,761
5 19,757 20,027 20,307 20,597 20,897
6 20,895 21,165 21,445 21,735 22,035
7 21,295 21,565 21,845 22,135 22,435
8 21,965 22,245 22,535 22,835
9 22,645 22,935 23~235
10 23,335 23,635
11 24,035
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
COOK MANAGER (7.5 HRS/DAY)
STEP 98199 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 16,294 16,584 16,884 17,194 17,516
2 17,514 17,803 18,103 18,414 18,735
3 18,731 19,020 19,320 19,631 19,952
4 19,951 20,240 20,540 20,851 21,173
5 21,168 21,458 21,758 22,068 22,390
6 22,388 22,677 22,977 23,288 23,609
7 22,816 23,105 23,405 23,716 24,038
8 23,534 23,834 24,145 24,466
9 24,263 24,573 24,895
10 25,002 25,323
11 25,752
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811
20 325 450 450 450 450
25 325 450 . 450 450 450
COOK
- FULL TIME
(35. HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- -----
-----
1 12,282 12,552 12,832 13,122 13,422
2 12,853 13,123 13,403 13,693 13,993
3 13,746 14,016 14,296 14,586 14,886
4 14,639 14,909 15,189 15,479 15,779
5 15,532 15,802 16,082 16,372 16,672
6 16,183 16,453 16,733 17,023 17,323
7 16,834 17,104 17,384 17,674 17,974
8 17,234 17,504 17,784 18,074 18,374
9 17,904 18,184 18,474 18,774
10 18,584 18,874 19,174
11 19,274 19,574
12 19,974
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
COOK
- FULL TIME
(32.5 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- -----
-----
----- -----
1 11,405 11,655 11,915 12,185 12,463
2 11,935 12,186 12,446 12,715 12,994
3 12,764 13,015 13,275 13,544 13,823
4 13,593 13,844 14,104 14,373 14,652
5 14,423 14,673 14,933 15,203 15,481
6 15,027 15,278 15,538 15,807 16,086
7 15,632 15,882 16,142 16,412 16,690
8 16,003 16,254 16,514 16,783 17,062
9 16,625 16,885 17,154 17,433
10 17,257 17,526 17,804
11 17,897 18,176
12 18,547
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
COOK
- FULL TIME
( 30.0 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 10,527 10,759 10,999 11,247 11,505
2 11,017 11,248 11,488 11,737 11,994
3 11,782 12,014 12,254 12,502 12,759
4 12,548 12,779 13,019 13,268 13,525
5 13,313 13,545 13,785 14,033 14,290
6 13,871 14,103 14,343 14,591 14,848
7 14,429 14,661 14,901 15,149 15,406
8 14,772 15,003 15,243 15,492 15,749
9 15,346 15,586 15,835 .16,092
10 15,929 16,178 16,435
11 16,521 16,778
12 17,121
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
FOOD SERVICE HELPER - FULL TIME
(30 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- -----
----- -----1 10,132 10,307 10,482 10,657 10,832
2 10,689 10,864 11,039 11,214 11,389
3 11,388 11,563 11,738 11,913 12,088
4 12,152 12,327 12,502 12,677 12,852
5 12,847 13,022 13,197 13,372 13,547
6 13,545 13,720 13,895 14,070 14,245
7 13,895 14,070 14,245 14,420 14,595
8 14,420 14,595 14,770 14,945
9 14,945 15,120 15,295
10 15,470 15,645
11 15,995
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
FOOD SERVICE HELPER - FULL TIME
(32.5 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1 10,976 11,166 11,356 11,545 11,735.
2 11,580 11,769 11,959 12,149 12,338
3 12,337 12,527 12,716 12,906 13,095
4 13,165 13,354 13,544 13,733 13,923
5 13,918 14,107 14,297 14,486 14,676
6 14,674 14,863 15,053 15,243 15,432
7 15,053 15,243 15,432 15,622 15,811
8 15,432 15,622 15,811 16,001 16,190
9 15,811 16,001 16,190 16,380 .16,570
10 16,190 16,380 16,570 16,759 16,949
11 16,570 16,759 16,949 17,138 17,328
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
FOOD SERVICE HELPER - FULL TIME
(35 HRS/WEEK)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
1 11,821 12,025 12,229 12,433 12,637
2 12,471 12,675 12,879 13,083 13,287
. 3 13,286 13,490 13,694 13,899 14,103
4 14,177 14,382 14,586 14,790 14,994
5 14,988 15,192 15,397 15,601 15,805
6 15,803 16,007 16,211 16,415 16,619
7 16,211 16,415 16,619 16,823 17,028
8 16,823 17,028 17,232 17,436
9 17,436 17,640 17,844
10 18,048 18,253
11 18,661
LONGEVITY
AFTER
YEARS
15 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,811 1,81120 325 450 450 450 45025 325 450 450 450 450
FOOD SERVICE HELPER
(HOURLY)
STEP 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
1 9.18 9.34 9.49 9.65 9.81
.
2 9.68 9.84 10.00 10.16 10.32
. 3 10.32 10.47 10.63 10.79 10.95
4 11.01 11.17 11.32 11.48 11.64
5 11.64 11.80 11.95 12.11 12.27
6 12.27 12.43 12.59 12.74 12.90
7 12.59 12.74 12.90 13.06 13.22
8 13.06 13.22 13.38 13.54
9 13.54 13.70 13.85
10 14.01 14.17
11 14.49
